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N.B. Whilst every attempt is made to ensure that these instructions are as accurate and clear as possible, we cannot be held  
responsible for misinterpretation of these instructions or for any subsequent accident or damage caused through mis-fitted parts. 

FITTING GUIDE
Both the Type 2 and T25 jail bars are pre-cut to the correct size to fit the window on your van. 
You will find the top bar slightly smaller in length to match the profile of the window frame.

1. First find the centre of the rear window and mark it. Align the middle of the centre bracket 
on the mark and mark the position of the fixing holes. Drill the fixing holes making sure to use 
the correct drill bit for the screws provided. 

PART NUMBERS: J12122, J13855, J15047
T2 BAY 1964-1979 
T2 SPLIT 1950-1964 NOTE: Cut down the length of the bars to suit the smaller windows

J12123 T25 1979-1992
JK part numbers: J12122, J12123, J13855, J15047

JAIL BAR
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2. Attach the centre bracket to the van. Now slide the bars through the two holes within the 
centre bracket making sure the smaller bar is on top. Fit the four end brackets to the bars. 
Mark the hole positions on the end brackets on the tailgate, making sure the bracket has not 
protruded onto the tailgate seal. Once again, drill the holes and fix the end brackets. 
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